
 

UP-DATE              Number 9 Winter 1996              

TWICE YEARLY NEWSLETTER  OF THE  BRITISH & EAST EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGY GROUP 
 
B&EEPG  welcomes readers East and West to another Up-Date.  We send best wishes for the Winter 
& hope members are experiencing some progress in our complicated subject, Psychology. 
 
This Up-Date continues our project to systematise our information about psychology in East 
European countries. This time, with help from Istvan Czigler, President of the Hungarian 
Psychological Association, we have information about psychology in Hungary  (see pp 2-4).          
 

 
 
B&EEPG Book of 1995 Conference: Psychology in a Changing Europe, published 1996 
The complete record of our 1995 Slovakia Conference has now been printed in Moscow, thanks to Tatiana 
Ushakova's & Nigel Foreman's negotiations.  It is edited by H Gray, N Foreman & N Hayes, in softbound 
A4 format, with  344 pages, and with diagrams and tables and contains 17 plenary papers,  67 papers 
presented in our specialist seminars, and abstracts of  the other 18 papers. Order forms are enclosed. All 
Psychology Departments represented at Banska Bystrica have received one free copy. Cost to Western 
psychologists: £13 inc postage. Send cheques (payable to "B&EEPG") to Hilary Gray (address on p8). 

 
NEXT B&EEPG MEETING: UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, 2 5 1997. 

Information: B&EEPG chair, Richard Rawles, 0171 387 7051; r.rawles@ucl.ac.uk 



 

 
PSYCHOLOGY IN HUNGARY 

Istvan Czigler, Chair, Hungarian Psychological Association 
Background. 
Both as science and practice, psychology has a long, but interrupted history in Hungary. Experimental psychology 
began at the turn of the century in the laboratory of Paul Ranschburg, an experimentalist in the German tradition. 
Hungarians were also early involved in psychoanalysis, many becoming famous in the West. Indeed Ferenczi was 
one of the founders of psychoanalysis, Alexander the leading psychoanalyst of psychosomatic conditions, and 
Rapoport one of the first psychoanalysts to attempt to explore psychoanalysis by controlled experiment. 
Between the wars, the development of psychology was relatively slow, hindered by political and racial 
discrimination which resulted in the emigration of many psychoanalysts and academics. After the 1945 liberation, 
psychology, as a natural ally of progressive social and educational movements, flourished for a few years. 
This intellectually varied and open period was followed by a politically forced reduction of psychological activities 
and by a narrow minded Pavlovianization of psychology during the Stalinist period. Since the 1960s, psychology has 
again become a respected science and profession. Slowly, regular training was re-established, research activity and 
information networks reactivated, and different institutions and professional organisations formed. As a result of this 
broken history, psychology is treated as a rather young and ambitious area in Hungary. 
 
Training 
Training is at three universities: Lorand Eotvos, Budapest; Janus Pannonius, Pecs, and Lajos Kossuth, Debrecen. 
The program starts at Jozsef Attila University, Szeged, in 1997. The Hungarian Psychological Association regulates 
the core curriculum.  Altogether, about 100 students per annum complete the 5-year comprehensive MA program. 
Two year practical post-graduate courses are offered in clinical, work & organisational, educational and counselling 
psychology, leading to government regulated licences. (See p3 for relevant universities).  
PhD programs are offered at Eotvos Lorand, Budapest, and at Kossuth Lajos, Debrecen. A higher acedemic 
scientific degree (DSc) is given by the Hungarian Psychological Association after successful defence of a thesis. 
 
Employment 
There are roughly 1,700 full time psychologists in Hungary, where our population is approximately 10 million. 
About two thirds are women. Basic employers are various state companies and institutions, and private companies. 
An increasing number of psychologists work in private practice. About 10% of psychologists work in research and 
in higher education, including 40 fulltime researchers working in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Institute of 
Psychology. Also about 70 psychologists work at the three degree awarding universities, and some more work in 
other research and training institutes, eg Ministry of Labour, Research Institute of Labour, Budapest. 
Hospitals & outpatient centres employ most practising psychologists. This includes child psychologists who work in 
our nationwide system of educational guidance centres.  Newly, educational psychologists are now directly 
employed by the schools. Work psychologists are employed in state owned companies, but quite a few also in 
nationwide screening centres (eg those concerning traffic safety) or management consulting firms. 
 
Journals & Libraries  
The oldest is Magyar Pszichologiai Szemle (J Hungarian Psychology), (6 issues a year), now specialising in clinical 
psychology. Pszichologia (4 issues a year) is more theoretical. Both in Hungarian with detailed English abstracts. 
The largest specialist library is that of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, (over 10,000 volumes). Many university 
& public libraries have large psychology collections, mostly rich classical collections: recent financial problems 
make building a modern collection difficult.  
 
Tests,  Laboratory Instrumentation & Research Funds 
In the main research centres and applied psychology units, instrumentation corresponds to European levels. Like 
buying modern books, improvement in instrumentation is now subject to severe financial restrictions. Most tests are 
used in applied psychology and are administered using a Hungarian national standard, and serious efforts have been 
made to improve them psychometrically. The construction and publication of Hungarian versions is difficult due to 
our very distinct language and very small linguistic population.  
Government support for research takes 3 forms:  1. Through national medical & educational budgets.  2. Through 
nationwide government projects, eg for the prevention of mental disease. 3. Through competition for grants 
administered by the Hungarian National Scientific Foundation (OTKA). 
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Istvan Cziger, (3rd from left) in the Cognitive Psychology Workshop at B&EEPG Slovakia Conference, 1995. 

Also in the picture (from left) Marina & Anton Kurgansky/aya, Moscow; John Pickering, Warwick; Stefan 
Vendel, Kosice; Richard Rawles, UCL & Nigel Foreman, Leicester.  

 
TRAINING IN PSYCHOLOGY IN HUNGARY 
 
Courses to MA 
Eotvos Lorand University,  Budapest, Dept Psychology, PO Box 4, H-1378 - Budapest 
Janus Pannonius University, Pecs, Dept Psychology, Szanto Kovacs Janos U, 1B,  H-7633 - Pecs 
Kossuth Lajos University, Debrecen, Inst Psychology, Egytem Ter 1, H-4010 - Debrecen 
From 1997: Jozsef Attila University, Szeged, Dugotnits ter 13. H-6720 - Szeged 
 
Postgraduate 2 year courses leading to state authorised licence -  
Clinical Psychology -  Dept Clinical Psychology, Haynal Imre University & Nat Inst Psychiatry & Neurology. 
Budapest POB 27, H-1281; Course Leader: E Bagdy 
Work & Organisational Psychology - Technical University, Dept Ergonomics & Psychology, Budapest 1111, Egri 
Jozsef U 1;  Course Leader: M Antalovits  
Educational - Eotvos Lorand U, POB 4, H-1378:   Course Leader: Gyorgy Hunyady  
Counselling - Eotvos Lorand  U, POB 4, H-1378:  - Course Leader: M Ritook 
 
Ph D - Eotvos Lorand & Kossuth Lajos U - addresses above;   DSc - Hungarian Academy of Sciences  
 
Psychology in other institutions      
Miskolc: Teacher training   
Barczy Gusztav School of Special Education, Budapest - S  Illyes 
Budapest, Research Institute of Labour - E Dienes 
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RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGY IN HUNGARY 
Thanks to Istvan Czigler and  Elizabeth Dienes for this information. 
 
Institute of Psychology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences: 
POB 398 Budapest H1394 Hungary 
Tel: +36 1 153 3244; Fax: +36 1 269 2972; email: czigler@cogpsyphy.hu 
Experimental & Cognitive Psych & Psychophysiology: V Csepe, I Czigler, I Winkler, Gy Karmos, M Molnar; 
Neuropsychology, J Osman-Sagi 
Cognitive social psychology, Psycholinguistics: J Laszlo, I Siklaki 
Research Group, Social Issues - F Eros, L Garai 
Psychology of Arts - L Halasz, A Farkas;             Decision Making - T Englander 
Also studied: Electrophysiological correlates of automatic & controlled processes of visual & auditory processing; 
Aging; Dyslexia; Aphasia 
Developmental Psychology: Early Cognition - Gy Gergely, J Gervai; Gifted Children - M Herskovits  
 
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest 
+36 1 3423 109; email Iananh@izabel.elte.hu 
Department of Experimental Psychology: Hypnosis, E Banyai 
Department of Comparative Physiological Psychology: Visceral Processes: Gy Adam, Gy Bardos, M Weisz 
Dept General Psychology: Psycholinguistics / Sentence Processing: Cs Pleh, L Komlosi, T Terestyeni 
Department of Social, Developmental & Ed. Psychology: Identity; Development of thinking; of creativity; 
integration of thinking & communication  
Developmental Psychology: M Kalmar; Social Psychology: Gy Hunyady; Thinking: L Mero; Learning: A Konya; 
Decision making: K Farago; Statistics: A Vargha 
Department of Personality: biological basis of personality & cog. styles: Zs Kulcsar, A Olah 
Consulting Psychology: M Ritook 
 
Technical University, Budapest,   
1111 Egri Jozsef U 1;  
 M Antalovits, Chief, Dept Ergonomics & Psychology: Organisational psychology, Selection, Psychometry 
 
Kossuth Lajos University, Debrecen  
Inst Psychology, Egytem Ter 1, H-4010 - Debrecen 
Psychology of Management including management of universities and schools: Janos Kovacs  
Psychophysics of hypnosis: I Meszaros 
Biological basis of personality & cog styles: T Bgan 
Social psychology group: social factors in the etiology of deviance: Z Kovacs 
Dept Dev'tal & Ed Psych: Application of dev. of thought to ed. practice: L Blogh 
 
Janus Pannonius University, Pecs,  
Dept Psychology, Szanto Kovacs Janos U, 1B,  H-7633 - Pecs 
Institute for Communication: Communication studies 
 
Research Institute of Labour 
Budapest, Mozsar u 14, Hungary H-1066 
Tel: +36 1 3220425; Fax: +36 1 312 7044;  email h8478Di@ella.hu 
Organisational Psychology; Traffic Psychology; Career assessment; Negotiation; Interagency relationships;  
Chief Psychologist: Elizabeth Dienes 
 
Barczy Gusztav School of Special Education: 1070 Bethlen G Ter 2, Budapest:  Motor Control: S Illyes 
 
Thanks to Istvan Czigler and Elizabeth Dienes for help in collecting this information. 
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CONFERENCE REPORTS: 
 
HUNGARIAN ASSOCIATION, WORK &  ORGANISATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: SOPRON:  10 9 96 
Almost all of the 200 members of this association  met in the beautiful, historic town of Sopron, in a "pocket" of 
Hungary surrounded by Austria and Lake Ferto. Work Psychology was the core of the regeneration of Hungarian 
psychology after its severe decline in the late 1950's, when psychology was not accepted as a valid subject in the 
universities.  So it was not surprising that the meeting was friendly, given this shared history. Neither was the 
optimism surprising, given that Work and Occupational Psychologists in Hungary are now using their skills in a 
wide range of public and private sector concerns. The conference covered many topics: work conditions, selection, 
relationships within and between state and private enterprises etc. One constant thread was psychometry: Hungarian 
psychology has been meticulous in accepting imported instruments only after thorough Hungarian standarisation: 
two representatives of a western (US) publishing company were quickly "shown the door" when for trying to sell a 
test that had only US standardisation. - HG. 
 

 
Photo: Elizabeth Dienes, Kristina Lakatos  & colleague discuss conference organisation at Sopron, W Hungary 
 
ASSOCIATION OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY: EUROPEAN CONFERENCE:  
EAST EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM : GLASGOW, SCOTLAND, AUGUST 1996.      
Alice Sluckin writes: The Association of Child Psychology and Psychiatry held their third European Conference 
in Glasgow. Prof Rory Nicol from Leicester University led one symposium entitled "Collaboration and Development 
in Eastern Europe" was led by Prof Nicol reported on collaboration with Child Psychiatry in St Petersburg (see Up-
Date, 1993, for Prof Nicol's early report from St Petersburg). Dr Holman, Leeds Community Mental Health 
Teaching Trust, has established an on-going program in Ukraine. Cliff Hawkins, consultant clinical psychologist, 
Warwickshire, reported the opening of a special school, "Life" , Ukraine's first school for children with learning 
disabilities & autism. Pamela Keen, a B&EEPG member, gave an account of the Exeter & Yaroslavl Child & 
Adolescent Co-Working Project. Professor P. Jones, Glasgow, described the establishment of contacts across war-
torn boundaries in Former Yugoslavia & Macedonia. Recent developments to help Czech families possibly subject 
to child abuse were mentioned by Alice Sluckin, who recently visited a multi-disciplinary centre in Prague. 
 

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION BEHAVIOURAL & COGNITIVE THERAPY BIANNUAL 
CONFERENCE,  BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, SEPTEMBER 1996             
Gail Hawkes writes: Beautiful early autumn weather and  hoping to meet psychologists working in the clinical 
area, lead me to Budapest during this conference, which was held at Hotel Helia, on the East bank of the Danube, 
opposite Margit Island (see drawing, p1). Helped by Rod Holland, a fellow member of the BPS Clinical Division, 
European Liason Group,   who is also Secretary of the European Association of Behavioural & Cognitive Therapists. 
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EAB&CT Conference, cont 
I talked with psychologists from Hungary, Slovakia & the Czech Republic. My curiousity for identifying languages 
also lead me to an Estonian contact. The information collected about clinical psychology in these countries is to be 
used for a directory of clinical psychology in Europe, to be published through the European Federation of 
Professional Psychologists Associations (EFPPA). I was particularly fortunate to hear the paper by Prof Laszlo 
Tringer, on the effects of political changes on mental health care in Hungary: the most significant change is that 
between diagnostic practice & increased medical insurance funding. 
 
STUDY GROUP FOR EDUCATION IN RUSSIA, INDEPENDANT STATES AND EAST EUROPE: 
DAY CONFERENCE: 9 11 96: LONDON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SLAVONIC STUDIES. 
This Group began in 1982 as the UK Study Group on Soviet Education, widening their interest in 1992. They 
publish very useful twice yearly journals and hold Day Conferences. This Autumn's speakers included Nigel 
Foreman speaking on "What's Special about Russian Special Education", and speakers from Russia and Central 
Europe. 
Information about ERISEE from Stephen Webber, CREES, U of Birmingham, B15 2TT; s.l.webber @bham.ac.uk 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT, with 
UNIVERSITY OF W TIMISOARA:  BAILE HERCULANE, ROMANIA, 24 - 27 OCTOBER                
Ana Muntea writes: 
Professionals from 8 East European and 5 West European countries gathered in this old spa town, for workshops on 
Child Abuse including Prevention, Legislation, Education, Non-governmental Services, Family & Mass Media. Each 
workshop was lead by a Romanian and a colleague from abroad.  
A Manifesto was launched from Baile Herculane by the mass media, inviting parents and children to join together 
against child abuse & neglect. A network of representatives from former communist countries was created. A 
training project will be developed by the network. It is expected that the base for this network will rotate between 
East European countries, but for the first year, the base will be in Timisoara, and Ana Muntea will be chair. 
Contact Ana on: Tel: +40 56 128462; Fax: +40 56 190245 
 
FUTURE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES: 
PROBLEMS OF SOCIALISATION OF MENTALLY HANDICAPPED PEOPLE: INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE,   STRELICE, BRNO, CZECH REPUBLIC  28 - 30 APRIL 1997  
Plenary lectures & workshops on different approaches to socialisation in different institutions and in various 
countries. More Information: Dr D Manasova, Institute for Mentally Handicapped Youth, USP Strelice u Brna, 664 
47 Czech Republic 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS FOR PERSONS WITH MENTAL HANDICAPS, PRAGUE, CZECH REP., 7 9 97    
Focussing on the actual living conditions of mentally challenged persons, with plenary thematic sessions in Human 
Rights and Education, Employment, Independent Living, Family Life, Civic Participation and Health &Safety. More 
Information: Doctor Marie Cerna, Head, Dept of Special Education, Faculty of Education, Charles University, 
 M D Rettigove 4, 110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic. Tel: ++42 2 24915617; email Marie.Cerna@pedf.cuni.cz 

 

VISITS BETWEEN EAST EUROPE AND BRITAIN 
TERESA HRADLIKOVA from Prague, Czech Republic, who works with visually impaired children, was in 
Leicester in September. 
 
ANTON AND MARIA FURMAN/OVA from Banska Bystrica, Slovakia, are in London until March 1997. Anton 
researches and lectures in educational psychology. He has a Masaryk Fellowship to study School Effectiveness at 
the Institute of Education, 20 Bedford Way. Phone contact: 0181 446 2580. Anton is also chair of the International 
School Psychology Association (ISPA). 
 
MARIA KIEDRZYNSKA from the Polish Association for Persons with Mental Handicap, Warsaw, will be in the 
UK for four weeks from  February 14 as a visiting research fellow at the University of Kent (Tizard Centre). The 
fellowship is jointly funded by the British Council, Warsaw and the Nuffield Foundation. Contact via Danuta 
Orlowska at the Tizard Centre, UKC, 01227 827889, email dmo2@tizard.ukc.ac.uk 
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ESPRIE - European School Psychologists for Research, Innovation & Exchange: 
 
ESPRIE SURVEY OF HOME SCHOOL LINKS 
Up-Date has offered space to disseminate ESPRIE'S questionnaire to school psychologists in East Europe, the 
UK, & other countries. If you are not yourself a school psychologist, please help by passing the enclosed 
Questionnaire to someone who is. Please make as many photocopies as you can use. 
 
Greta Sykes, UK secretary of ESPRIE writes: 
 This survey is to find out how much school psychologists use the vital link between children's homes & schools.   
How much do parents know about their child's attitude and learning in school? 
These questions become crucial when a child begins to find something difficult, such as learning to read or mixing 
with other children. Classteachers can help most children make progress, but sometimes their efforts are not met with 
success, and then the child is offered help from outside agencies such as support teachers, therapists and 
psychologists. ESPRIE would like psychologists, support teachers or therapists who work in schools to fill in the 
enclosed questionnaire about how they work with parents.  
Please name your particular job (psychologist, support teacher, therapist) when replying.  
  
Please return by 20 2 97 to Hilary Gray, Secretary B&EEPG, 4, Devonshire Terrace, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire DE4 
3PH, UK. She will send on to ESPRIE. 
 
ESPRIE thanks you for your help. 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 

B&EEPG COMMUNICATIONS: UP-DATE and THE PSYCHOLOGIST - E/W LINKS  
Communication is central to B&EEPG. We remind you again of the two useful channels.  

See also Richard Rawles' comments on B&EEPG & publications, Minutes of September meeting, 
below p10. 

 
B&EEPG members now have many fascinating links with 16 East European countries. Some links are relatively 
temporary, but some members cooperate year after year within research and practising relationships involving 
considerable trust. It assists the integration of East European  psychology into the World Community of 
psychologists if such links are reported.  
 
UP-DATE  RELIES ON MEMBERS FOR  NEWS OR DISCUSSION ITEMS about new ventures in 
East-West cooperation in research or in practice - new developments in East European psychology (again practising 
psychology or research) - new understandings of the different histories of our psychologies.  The list is endless.  
Papers with E European relevance (up to 1,000 words), conference reports, etc are welcome. Or why not share the 
next relevant book or journal article you read by writing a short review - with enough detail to help readers decide 
whether to seek out more information on the publication. It should, of course, also contain full title, publisher, date 
and, if at all possible, ISBN.  Send to Hilary Gray (address below) by May 31 / October 31 for following Up-Date. 
 
THE PSYCHOLOGIST: EAST / WEST LINKS IS AN EXCELLENT WAY OF COMMUNICATING 
BRIEF PIECES OF INFORMATION.  It has a well exposed position in the front pages of The Psychologist, 
which goes to 20,000 psychologists. Typically it carries brief news items, about three sentences - information 
about visits, about relevant research, about developments in East European psychology.  They must be received at 
The Psychologist several days before the end of the month prior to publication,  ie by, say, 27th January for March 
issue. They should be sent to: Jackie Sherman, The Psychologist, British Psychological Society, St Andrews House, 
48 Princess Rd E, Leicester, and marked E / W Links.  Alternatively, Hilary G will always send them on.  
 
DO CONTRIBUTE to UP-DATE  &/or E/W LINKS - AN  EVENT WHICH  SEEMS  
RELATIVELY SMALL  TO  YOU WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY STRIKE A CHORD WITH  
ANOTHER  READER. 
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MINUTES: BRITISH & EAST EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGY GROUP MEETING: 
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT: 17 9 96 

 
REFLECTIONS ON CROSS-CULTURAL ETHNICITY RESEARCH  
Patricia Ellis, Director, Centre for Ethnic Studies, University of Luton 
Ethnicity and ethnic identity are complex issues, needing a multidisciplinary approach and self-awareness of the  
researchers’ own cultural locations. These needs increase further when undertaking cross-national comparative work. 
Cooperation with specialist Slovak and Bulgarian academics highlighted key issues. Key approaches to ethnicity 
varied at conceptual and administrative levels and were reflected in academic and everyday discourse.  The historical 
circumstances behind present demographic patterns have contributed in significant ways to these variations and give 
some important clues to the current and recent political situations, particularly in relation to ethnic groups. Whilst 
this contextual understanding is absolutely key for effective cross-cultural ethnicity research, acknowledgement of 
the important differences in the societal contexts in which research is located is important for all psychologists. 
 
RESEARCHING ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN RUSSIA: Ruth Green, University of Staffordshire.  
Two collaborative projects between Staffordshire University and Moscow State Academy of Management were 
outlined. Russian first generation entrepreneurs scored higher on scales of need achievement, internal locus of 
control and Protestant work ethic than a control group of state managers - a pattern similar to that obtained in 
Western research. High need achievement was largely due to a difference in acquisitiveness. Entrepreneurs were 
motivated more by external compensations (eg money, promotion), managers more by outwardly focussed social 
benefits (eg recognition, status). Some limitations of the research were discussed, eg focus on traits to the exclusion 
of environmental factors. However, data collection has been easy and cheap, and the experience very rewarding. 
 
WESTERNISATION OF RUSSIA: Richard Williams, Psychology Department, University of Bristol 
This pilot study set out to address Russian people's attitudes and social representations of both "the West" and 
"Westernisation". A one-page questionnaire was distributed in the city of St Petersburg to 200 respondents 
comprising three cohorts: office workers, university students and school children. Results from attitudinal scales 
were generally favourable towards the West. However, diagrammatic data shows some ambiguity over where the 
West starts and finishes, and which countries can be considered "Western". This ambiguity was further exemplified 
in a free response section. The conclusion of this pilot study is that Russian people can & do make a distinction 
between "the West" (an entity outside of Russia) and "Westernisation" (a phenomeneon taking place within Russia). 
There will be follow-up studies with the same cohorts, plus factory workers, in Moscow, Novosibirsk, and 
Vladivostok to ascertain the extent of geographical variance. 

 
BEEPG MEMBERSHIP ISSUES:  

 
JANUARY 1:  RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP. 

B&EEPG depends COMPLETELY on Western membership fees to run the Group, including production & mailing 
of twice yearly Up-Date, and the expenses of our twice yearly meetings. The Committee decided in 1992 that 
membership should be free to East European psychologists. We have had no reason to change that policy, given that 
economic problems & exchange rates hold East European salaries very low.  It would, in any case, be nonsensically 
cumbersome & expensive to collect the small fees from 16 currencies, most of which are still not fully convertible. 

 
WE OFFER REDUCED TWO YEAR MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY £18. 

 
Send your cheque for £10 (1year), £18 (2 years) £6 (unwaged), together with membership form with 

amended details if applicable, to Membership secretary Steve Jones, address below. 
 

NAMES & CONTACT DETAILS B&EEPG OFFICERS: 
Chair: Richard Rawles  Secretary: Hilary Gray Treasurer: Frank Carter Membership  Secretary: Email List : 
University College                 4 Devonshire  Terrace 45 Limetree Av  Stephen Jones  John Pickering 
Gower Street  Brunswood Road  Retford   C Pers Inf Mngt; CSM Psychology Dept 
London WC1E 6BT                 Matlock Bath  Nottinghamshire  University West England University Warwick 
Tel: +44 171 387 7050 Derbyshire  DN22 7BB  Bristol BS16 1QY  Coventry CV4 7AL 
email: r.rawles@ucl.ac.uk +44 1629 55345  Tel: +44 1777 703120 sr-jones@csm.uwe.ac.uk 
 

Up-Date is compiled by Hilary Gray on behalf of the B&EEPG Committee 


